
WHO AM I? 
My name is Sabina Borenius and I am 26 years old. I run a company named Borenius Linguistics & Language 
as a translator, proofreader and writer where I work with both private and public customers in different 
projects ,whom I offer my knowledge and services to. 

My biggest passion in life is the written word in all its shapes and forms. That includes editing, translating, 
writing, reading, listening and learning. I am and have always been very eager to learn when it comes to 
language and linguistics, so a career in this area is something I have dreamt and worked for over the past 
few years. Besides intense studies at the Stockholm University including classes in writing, analysing and the 
full history of literatures different phases, I currently study Academic writing within both English and Swedish. 
I have also let my own writing have a very central part of my life, because for the past seven years I have built 
and written a book series within the fantasy genre where the first book currently is under editing with the 
goal to later be published this year.  

In my role as a translator and proofreader I offer professional proofreading, editing, subtitling and translation 
services. Everything is based on what best suits You and Your company as well as what Your wish of results 
are. Based on your vision and request I will customise a plan for Your texts and words, and always make sure 
the finished work meets Your expectations. I offer my services to both private and public companies, and in 
all types of areas. I have worked with companies such as wix.com and babyshop.se, and I have also written 
and edited medical, technical, fashion, historical and legal documents for translating and subtitling agencies 
such as Space360, Sublime Subtitling, Easytranslate and Dux Translations. I have also written and performed 
both proofreading and editing of a large amount of legal documents for the Swedish interior design and 
furniture company Mio Möbler. Before and during Stockholm International Horse Show 2011 I worked 
during several months as a reporter and blogger with responsibility for interviews as well as both written and 
visual content since I wrote several articles for the event. 

I am fluent in Swedish and English, and currently working on refreshing my German skills as well as 
developing my Arabic. My ambition is to be fluent in all four languages, and later on adding French as well. 
My goal now is to meet new companies and people in need of my services and focus on continuing to build 
a strong portfolio and work with what I love to do-words in all its forms. I also plan to start reading a bachelor 
in Translating and Language at the Stockholm University with start fall 2020, and of course finish my current 
studies.  

In my spare time I like to do yoga, write, relax with some reading or discover new places during traveling. I 
graduated from a program names International Baccaluareate in June 2012, which is an English high school-
program preparing the students for further education abroad and at university. As a person I am positive and 
happy and I always try to do everything to make sure I get the best result as possible, no matter what it is. 
Satisfied customers are something I always strive for, and to work with an overall accuracy is extremely 
important to me. 

I look forward in hearing from you and helping you and your company in future projects!  

Kind Regards, 

Sabina Ida Erika Anita Borenius 

Tvillingarnas Gata 305, 1363 Haninge, Sweden  +46707949218  boreniusll@gmail.com

S A B I NA  B O R E N I U S
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EXPERIENCE  

BORENIUS LINGUISTICS & LANGUAGE — 2018-PRESENT  
Running my own business focusing on translating and editing services for both long- and short-term 

projects. Writing fiction in the forms of novels and book series.  

SUBTITLING, SUBLIME SUBTITLING— 2020-PRESENT 
Creating Swedish subtitles for the historical documentary serie Butterfly Effect.  

TRANSLATING, SPACE360 — 2020-PRESENT 
Translation of different projects, the most recently a large translation for a fashion exhibition taking place in 

Sweden. 

TRANSLATING AND PROOFREADING, EASYTRANSLATE — 2018-PRESENT  
For wix.com's upcoming launch in Sweden I worked with a large team of other translators to translate and 

proofread all their website content from English to Swedish. I have also been a part of the Babyshop-project 
which involves translating content from English to Swedish for the launch of the company’s website on the 

Swedish market. Also done several medical as well as technical translations. 

TRANSLATING, DUX TRANSLATIONS — 2018  
I had several translating projects; translating for private customers complete CVs, personal letters and letter 

of recommendations as well as a variety of attached files. 

SECTION MANAGER, CLAIMS DEPARTMENT, MIO MÖBLER — 2016-2020 
Quality appraiser, manager, solving ongoing cases with both customers and suppliers, buyer. I also worked 

with the daily run of all written projects concerning the company, including some legal documents. 

BRAND AMBASSADOR, ECCO SHOES — 2012-2019  
Customer services, manager, sales person, visual merchandiser. In charge of daily run of the business.  

STORE MANAGER, VISUAL MERCHANDISER, PURCHASER, EUROSTORE — 
2014-2015  

Store manager, visual merchandiser, purchaser, social media and PR content creator, overall head in-charge 
for the daily run of the store and business.  

SECTION MANAGER, MASSIMO DUTTI — 2013-2014  
Section manager for kids section and shoes department, full responsibility for everything concerning my 

sections.  



EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL — HÖKARÄNGSSKOLAN, 2000-2009 
INTERNATIONAL BACCALUAREATE PROGRAM-YOUNG BUSINESS CREATIVES, 
2009-2012  
LEADERSHIP-SVENSKA RIDSPORTSFÖRBUNDET, 2007 
BETTER SALES-NILSON GROUP, 2013 
BRAND AMBASSADOR-ECCO SHOES, NILSON GROUP, 2015 
RELEX-MIO MÖBLER, 2017 
CONSUMER RIGHTS-MIO MÖBLER, 2018 
BACHELOR LITERATURE SCIENCE-STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY, 2018-ONGOING  
ACADEMIC WRITING-HÖGSKOLAN IN SKÖVDE, 2020-ONGOING 

LANGUAGE 
SWEDISH     Fluent 
ENGLISH      Fluent, Bilingual 
GERMAN     Basic level in speaking and writing 

RATES 

0,07 USD per word translating  
0,045 USD per word proofreading and editing  
60 USD per audio hour transcription, 2 USD per audio minute transcription 
4 USD per minute subtitling


